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1. Report Identification and Certification 

 

Aspect Detail 

EPA Licence number 2052 

Name and address of 
licenced site 

Southern Quarries  

Main South Road, Sellicks Hill SA 5174 

Period covered by report January to March, 2021 

Date of submission, version 
number 

30th April 2021, Rev1 

Person responsible for the 
report 

Michael Close, Quarry Operations Manager 

 

I certify that I have reviewed the report and to the best of my knowledge and ability, all 

the information provided in these reports is a true and accurate reflection of the 

regulatory monitoring and testing performed. 

 

Michael Close 

Southern Quarries Pty Ltd 

Quarry Operations Manager South Australia 

Concrete and Aggregates Division, Adbri Ltd  

30th April 2021 
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2. Introduction 

Sellicks Hill Quarry is a South Australian limestone quarry located on Main South Road 

operated by Southern Quarries Pty Ltd (SQ), a wholly owned subsidiary of Adbri Ltd. 

(Adbri). The quarry produces a range of products including aggregate, road base, sand 

and agricultural lime.  

Actions to reduce the potential impacts on the environment and local community are 

important to the company and are undertaken at the site, including measures to 

manage dust, progressive site rehabilitation and improved visual amenity. Southern 

Quarries maintains an ongoing commitment to improving the sustainability of its 

operations including in relation to its carbon footprint, energy use, water use and waste 

oil recycling.  

This site is licensed by the Department for Energy and Mining (DEM) and operates in 

accordance with the environmental objectives and criteria approved in the Mine 

Operations Plan (MOP). In addition, the quarry operates pursuant to a licence issued 

by the Environment Protection Authority (EPA). In accordance with that EPA licence 

(#2052), in 2016 Southern Quarries developed a Dust Management Plan (DMP) that 

establishes protocols to be implemented at the site during stripping and crushing 

operations to manage the potential generation and emission of dust from the site. The 

DMP is updated annually, with the last update approved in September 2020. Measures 

in the DMP include the use of continuous dust monitors and dust mitigation and 

suppression activities, visual observations, management of benching, stockpiles, 

exposed areas and runoff, progressive rehabilitation and community engagement. 

This document comprises the Quarterly Dust Monitoring Report for the period 1st 

January to 31st March 2021. 
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3. Monitoring Objective 

Under EPA licence #2052, section 1.1 DUST MANAGEMENT PLAN (U - 390), the 

licensee must: 

1.1.1  Submit to the EPA by 30 June 2016, an appropriate Dust Management Plan (“DMP”) to the 
satisfaction of the EPA. The DMP must include, but not limited to the following: 

a) Identification of all sources of dust emissions that may be generated by the activities at the 
Premises and their risk assessment; 
b) Details of appropriate measures identified in the risk assessment to minimise the dust 
emissions by applying reasonable and practicable and precautionary principles; 
c) Details of dust and meteorological monitoring to be undertaken to measure the dust leaving 
the Premises including appropriateness of the monitors and their locations within the context 
of the Premises, methodology of data collection and frequency of measurement; 
d) Details of criteria by which the monitoring results will be assessed and interpreted; 
e) Details of remedial measures to be implemented to immediately respond to dust level 
exceedances adopted in sub-clause 1.1.1.d, otherwise known as a Trigger Action Response 
Plan. 
f) Details of the feedback mechanism and interpretation of monitoring information to the risk 
assessment; and  
g) Strategy for community engagement with the affected community members. 

 
1.1.2  Implement and comply with the DMP (or revised DMP) upon approval in writing by the EPA 

(referred as “EPA approved DMP”). 
 
1.1.3  Submit to the satisfaction of the EPA, commencing October 2016 a quarterly monitoring 

report. The report must be submitted by the 15th day in the month following the quarter and 
include but not limited to the following: 
a) The results of dust and meteorological monitoring undertaken in accordance with the EPA 
approved DMP;  
b) An interpretation of the monitoring results assessed in accordance with the criteria 
specified in sub-clause 1.1.1. d of this condition;  
c) Details of the immediate actions implemented as a result of the Trigger Action Response 
Plan to minimise dust emissions; 
d) Details of corrective actions implemented to prevent future exceedance events; and 
e) Details on the management of the complaints in accordance with Condition S-1 of this 
licence and summary of community engagement conducted. 

 

For this purpose, the following quarterly report is submitted under section 1.1.3 of the 

EPA licence. This quarterly report commencing 1st January to 31st March 2021, is a 

true and accurate account of dust emission monitoring results undertaken by the 

company at fixed locations around the perimeter of the quarry.  
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4. Monitoring Plan and Results 

Continuous and real time monitoring of ambient PM10 concentration, using Thermo 

Scientific ADR-1500 Area Dust Monitors, is being undertaken at three locations around 

the quarry boundary. The monitoring locations have been selected, after considering 

suitable locations that triangulate the site and are reasonably accessible given the 

topography. The three locations were agreed in consultation with the EPA and the 

DEM. (See Figure 1- ADR location map). 

 

Figure 1: Sellicks Hill Quarry and ADR Monitor locations 

Each of the monitors is designed for continuous real-time data transmission to a 

central location and data logger. Data is web hosted and SMS alerts relayed to Quarry 

Management. An alert is sent to selected staff phones if the instantaneous reading 

exceeds 50 micrograms per cubic metre (µg/m3), hourly average reading exceeds 40 

µg /m3 and 24 hour reading exceeds 30 µg /m3. Each dust monitor is equipped with a 

meteorological unit which measures wind speed and direction and can be used for 

analysis. Real time data can be accessed via the website at any time. 
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Southern Quarries management discuss operating conditions of the quarry to all 

employees at daily pre-start meetings. This includes an assessment of the forecasted 

meteorological conditions and the risks that they may present to the daily operations. 

From this daily assessment, a trigger level is determined from the DMP Trigger Action 

Response Planning (TARP) and applied. 

Southern Quarries has engaged Lear Siegler Australasia (LSA) to provide ongoing 

maintenance, calibration of the units, data validation and to provide monitoring data 

reports on a quarterly basis. The LSA Air Quality Report for the quarter is presented 

in Appendix F. A local contractor (ALS Global) is also utilised to assist with onsite 

calibrations and repairs. 

ADR unit data showing the 24hr daily mean for the reporting period is attached (see 

Appendix A – 24hr Daily Average PM10). There were no recorded exceedances above 

50 µg /m3 per 24-hour period (mid-night to mid-night) during the quarter. 

A summary of the dust monitoring TARP trigger events for the reporting period has 

been detailed (See Appendix B – Dust Monitoring TARP Trigger Events and Appendix 

F – LSA Air Quality Monitoring Report).  

ADR unit availability (PM10) for the reporting period is as follows: 

 ADR 1 – 83% 

 ADR 2 – 91% 

 ADR 3 – 100% 

All ADR units were calibrated on the 21st January 2021. ADR2 and ADR3’s calibrations 

were successful, but ADR1 failed its flow calibrations (could not adjust the flow in the 

calibration up to the correct flow for each specified flow). ALS Global were completing 

the calibration and were unable to resolve the issue with support from LSA. The unit 

was suggested to be sent to LSA in Melbourne for further investigation. After further 

discussion, the internal pump was replaced on the 25th to determine if that was the 

issue before sending. The unit still couldn’t be calibrated and was sent to Melbourne 

for repair on the 27th.  

LSA confirmed once the unit was in Melbourne that the unit was not faulty, but the 

adjustment of flows during calibrations were not completed correctly and the fix was 
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to adjust higher flows first, which then allowed the lower flows to be adjusted to the 

correct level. While in Melbourne the modem and logger connections were upgraded 

and calibration completed. 

ADR2’s wind sensor data issues were resolved in January with unit reset and reboot, 

with remote assistance from LSA. LSA will be completing the next round of calibration 

in the first week of May. 

5. Description and Analysis of Monitoring Results 

There were three (3) TARP triggers (>60ug/m3) recorded during the quarter, all at 

ADR3. The exceedances occurred during quarry operations, resulting from short 

periods of dust generation during start-up and shut-down of the main crushing plant. 

The first exceedance on the 8th January occurred during shut-down at approximately 

11pm and concluded after operations ceased. 

The other two exceedances (21st and 22nd January) occurred during plant start-up after 

6am, with increased dust generation occurring before dust suppression activities 

became effective. Both of these mornings were calm and in these conditions, start-up 

dust generation tends to hang and concentrate within the pit and crushing plant area. 

As the wind speed slowly picks up during the morning, the dust cloud slowly dissipates 

out of the pit. A South Easterly wind directs the dust from the crushing plant towards 

ADR3. The EPA received complaint which correlates with the TARP trigger on the 21st.  

The LSA report (appendix F) suggested the source of these three exceedances was 

coming from an offsite source based on wind direction at ADR3. The position of ADR3 

creates varying wind directions due to the topography. The best indication of local wind 

direction is ADR2, particularly in calm conditions. 

Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) observations for Noarlunga and Sellicks Hill (Mt 

Terrible) are attached in Appendix C, as additional weather information. Bureau of 

Meteorology (BOM) rainfall data for Sellicks Beach is also presented in Appendix D.  
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6. Corrective Actions and Planned Initiatives 

The following corrective actions or initiatives have been planned, identified or 

completed during the reporting period: 

 Ordering of 4,000 trees for planting during 2021 

 Application of Stonewall (stockpile encrusting agent) and Dust-Mag 

(magnesium chloride haul road dust suppressant) around the site as required.  

 Capital approved and order placed for a mechanical ‘sock’ to be installed on 

the Tertiary Sand stockpile conveyor to mitigate dust generation from the 

material transfer from the conveyor to stockpile. 

 Discussion with DEM and EPA on the relocation of ADR1 and ADR2 monitor 

locations to improve monitor access and also monitoring north of the quarry 

operations. 

 Installation of additional water supply and sprays to the main primary stockpile 

conveyor (CV4) to allow additional moisture to be applied to the area and 

material transfer. 

 Enclosing the conveyor head box chute that feeds onto the Primary waste 

screen to encapsulate dust. 

 Installation of additional sprays above the VSI crusher to suppress dust 

generation during start-up. Investigations are also underway to design a small 

shed enclosure around the crusher. The installation would be subject to 

available capital. 

 Installation of additional cameras to provide an overview of the main crushing 

plant operation area. Cameras can be viewed in main quarry office. 

7. Management of Community Feedback 

There were nine (9) recorded community complaints received during the quarter which 

are detailed in Appendix F. One of these complaints was related to noise, with the 

remaining relating to dust. 

Details of all feedback is entered into the site complaints register, including the date, 

time the complaint was made, specific details of the complaint, contact details of the 

complainant (if available) and details of any action taken in response to the complaint. 

Community complaints and concerns are also discussed at Monthly toolbox meetings 
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with all site operators, to highlight the ongoing importance of managing dust 

generation on site, available site controls and visual observations. 

8. Community Engagement 

The company continues to actively engage with the community and regulatory bodies. 

A summary of the engagement is discussed below. The companies Community 

Engagement Plan (CEP) document is an appendix under the DMP.  

Ongoing community notifications via community social media groups, direct 

email/SMS and website updates, continue to be provided for visible blasting activities 

and other relevant information provided. The blasting notifications detail the time of 

scheduled blasts, the forecast wind conditions and anticipated direction of the dust 

cloud.  

DEM and EPA conducted a joint site inspection on the 2nd February 2021. The purpose 

of this visit was for DEM/EPA to conduct their routine quarterly site inspection and to 

discuss recent community complaints received. 

On-site meetings were held with both the Friends of Sellicks (FoS) and Friends of 

Willunga Basin (FOWB) during February. The meeting with the FoS continued regular 

annual meetings held before and after the summer periods. The meeting with the 

FOWB was the first with this local community group to discuss the operations and 

future development. 

The company received correspondence from the EPA, after writing to inform of delays 

to two specific actions identified in the DMP (v10). The installation of the mechanical 

sock and a new control room for the primary / secondary crushing plants have been 

delayed due to sub-contractor delays. The EPA recognised the delays were for 

reasons outside of direct control and therefore accepted revised due dates of 30 

September 2021 for both projects. The company also provided an update to the 

community of these delays. 

The EPA requested ADR data on various occasions during the quarter to investigate 

data observations from the EPA’s nearby off-site monitor. Comparison of the data from 

both sets of monitors can highlight any correlations and determine whether any peaks 

observed are from off or on-site sources. 
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Southern Quarries engaged with the Onkaparinga council and submitted a response 

to the draft Sellicks Beach Structure Plan. The company continued sponsorship of the 

Myponga / Sellicks Football Club for 2021.  

Planning of the 2021 community open day and tour commence during the quarter. The 

tour was successfully held on Saturday 10th April 2021 for interested stakeholders. 

The community is able to see firsthand the working quarry operations, dust control 

measures in place and the progressive rehabilitation being undertaken around the site 

with bus tours leaving from the Sellicks Community hall. Management are also 

available at the hall to discuss the operations. Long term quarry plans are also 

available for the community to view and discuss. This day was attended by 

approximately 60 people.  
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Appendix A – 24 hr Daily Average PM10 
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Appendix B - Dust Monitoring TARP Trigger Events 

  

Date Time Start Time Finish ADR Monitor TARP Level Hours of Exceedance Wind Direction Wind Speed Analysis Immediate Actions Resolution Corrective Actions Complaints Received

8/01/2021 23:00 0:00 ADR3 1 1 SE 
28 - 35 km/hr 

(ADR1)
During Quarry activities 

Review real time data and 

determine source of increased 

PM10 readings

Source of dust was determined from main crushing 

plant during shutdown activites. High readings 

ceased after plant was stopped. Wind speed from 

ADR3 shows SW winds suggesting off-site souce as 

shown in LSA report. Wind data from ADR1 used for 

analysis. ADR2 wind sensor not operating.

Rectify ADR2 issues No

21/01/2021 6:00 8:00 ADR3 2 2 SE Calm During Quarry activities 

Review real time data and 

determine source of increased 

PM10 readings

Source of dust was from main crushing plant. Higher 

concentrations of dust on the start up of the plant, 

reducing as operations settled.  

Increase dust 

suppression on plant. 

Increase moisture in 

loading area with 

water truck

Yes

22/01/2021 7:00 9:00 ADR3 2 2 SE Calm During Quarry activities 

Review real time data and 

determine source of increased 

PM10 readings

Source of dust was from main crushing plant. Higher 

concentrations of dust on the start up of the plant, 

reducing as operations settled.  

Increase dust 

suppression on plant. 

Increase moisture in 

loading area with 

water truck

No

Dust Monitoring TARP Trigger Events - Report Period 1st January 2021 - 31st March 2021
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Appendix C – Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) Data – Daily Weather Observations - Noarlunga and Sellicks Hill 
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Appendix D - Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) Data – Sellicks Beach Daily Rainfall 
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Appendix E – Community Feedback 

 

  

Date Type Name Description / Detail Investigation Corrective actions Responsible Completed

11/01/2021
General Dust 

Complaint
Michael Collins

Phone call received at the quarry weigh-bridge to make a dust complaint regarding 

the last several months. The caller also contacted the EPA

Operations manager returned the call and left a message. Caller did not return call. Compliant 

was general in nature and unable to investigate.
Update complaints register. Michael Close 14/01/2021

12/01/2021
General Dust 

Complaint
Angela Gill Complainant rang Operations Manager about dust over the past few weeks

Dust complaint was general in nature and unable to investigate. Complainant informed to take 

photo or ring immediately if they have a concern with dust which will allow immediate 

investigation.

Discussed the quarry operations with the 

complainant, environmental requirements and 

improvements made over the last few years. 

Informed the complainant about the quarry 

operations and dust mitigation activities, 

including real time monitoring. Also directed to 

look at SQ website for additional information and 

to also call back if they have any further 

concerns

Michael Close 14/01/2020

12/01/2021
General Dust 

Complaint
Anonymous

EPA received two complaints contacted by two local residents of Sellicks Beach 

who allege fugitive dust coming off the Sellicks Hill quarry. Caller 1 was concerned 

about the dust being generated last Thursday (07/01) and on windy days generally. 

The caller was reporting a  high level of dust coming from the quarry at this time. It 

was also claimed the dust is particularly severe on windier days and causes the 

caller difficulty in breathing on those days. Caller 2 claimed there was a significant 

amount of dust coming from the Sellicks Hill Quarry over the last 2 weeks. The 

caller believed that the quarry “doesn't appear to be getting wetted down” and 

claimed to have video footage of the dust coming out of the quarry (footage was 

requested by the EPA).

EPA contacted operations manager the following day to inform that no further follow up was 

required as both complainants were satisfied. Caller 1 and Caller 2 identified as complaints 

received directly to the quarry in previous days. After talking with the Operations Manager, Caller 

2 was satisfied with the reponse and information provided and phone the EPA to inform them of 

this. Caller 2 was also going to discuss outcome with Caller 1.

Update complaints register. Michael Close 14/01/2020

12/01/2021 Dust Observation Terry Menadue (DEM)

DEM regulator driving past Sellicks Hill Quarry at 8:45am on Tuesday (12 Jan 2021) 

called operations manager when observing a significant dust plume over the site 

looking from the north. There was a fresh South-Easterly blowing at the time, so it is 

likely that the dust was leaving the site boundary with the potential to impact the 

community.

Tarp level 1 at the start of shift, increasing to level 2 during the morning. First water truck started 

at 5am in preparation for the building south easterly winds during the day, along with normal 

crushing plant dust suppression (foam / sprays). Second water truck in operation during the 

morning. The secondary plant was eventually stopped mid-afternoon to minimise any further 

dust generating with the increasing SE winds. Cintellate hazard report completed. Around the 

time of the observation in the morning, there were blockages with the VSI Crusher within the 

Tertiary plant which would of caused some dust on start-up and shut down (empty crusher and 

screens). During the morning there were approximately 3 blockages of the VSI and this issue 

has since been resolved. 

Update complaints register. Resolve issue with 

VSI Crusher
Michael Close 18/01/2021

2021 COMMUNITY COMPLAINTS - SELLICKS HILL QUARRY
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Date Type Name Description / Detail Investigation Corrective actions Responsible Completed

21/01/2021 Dust Complaint Anonymous

EPA received the following dust complaint: Yesterday returning home at about 

7:30am I could see a massive cloud of dust that extended from the quarry, down 

over the houses and out over the ocean in a thick line. I could not get a photo of the 

dust over the ocean as it was not safe for me to pull over at that point as I was driving 

but as soon as I was able, I got out of my car to take a photo of the dust coming out of 

the quarry. 

Operations for the day were limited to MGO Primary and Manufactured Sand plant. Load and 

haul were carting to the Primary from the Eastern pit. One watercart started early, with the other 

out and about after 6am. Maintenance was being conducted on the Secondary which was 

completed around 10:30 and was started for crushing for about 15mins and then stopped due to 

a bearing failure. Secondary plant did operate on the afternoon shift. ADR data showed 

increased reading from ADR3 during the morning start-up which resulted in a TARP trigger. 

The dust was coming from an empty Primary surge as the plant began to crush. Additional 

water was applied to the blast to increase moisture of the feed material to the Primary, along 

with plant sprays and foam applied. As the damper feed material was processed and surge pile 

height increased, the dust production decreased as shown in the ADR data. The morning was 

calm Easterly winds and the dust did hang and drift slowly as identified in the photo. The visible 

dust appearance is also increased due to the position of the morning sun

Update Complaints Register. Increase dust 

supression on raw feed and primary crusher. Trevor Smith 1/02/2021

27/01/2021 Dust Complaint Anonymous

EPA received a complaint at Sellicks Hill Quarry from the 27th at 8am indicating the 

area around the Western Screening Mound: Hi This morning at about 8 am, I drove 

from Sellicks Beach to Myponga and back again about half an hour later. Driving 

along Country Road, on the way to Myponga, I saw a fair sized dust plume blowing 

off what appears to be the Sellicks Hill quarry waste dump, immediately above 

where Country Road joins Main South Road. On the way back, I saw two more 

similar dust plumes blowing from about the same place. I passed by fairly quickly 

and I can only assume that these are not isolated incidents. The wind was south-

easterly, about 40 km/h, gusting about 50 km/h (according to the BOM weather 

station at Mount Terrible). That's quite a strong wind, but not exceptionally so, and it 

seems likely that it would blow dust across the Sellicks Beach community. Thanks 

ADR data reviewed for the 27th. TARP level 3 identified for the day with strong SE winds. MGO 

primary and secondary operating, along with the roadbase plant (Plant #2). Sand plant did not 

operate. 1st water truck starting at 5am, followed by the 2nd truck at 6am running all day. All 

plant available dust suppression operating. Load and haul coming from the Southern pit. ADR 

data doesn’t identify any significant spike during the morning at the time of the complaint. At the 

time of the complaint, material was being tipped on the WSM in a new location developed for 

the second lift, which is directly opposite the intersection at Country Road and close to South 

Road. Before work commenced in the area we did have the water truck wet the area. There are 

also sprinkler in operation at the tip head. Loader operator suggested minimal to no dust 

generated from the work he was doing.

Update Complaints Register Michael Close 29/01/2021

17/03/2021 Dust Complaint Julian Marendez

Complainant rang to advise he could see dust coming from the quarry as he was 

driving towards the Quarry on Sellicks Beach Road. Phone call received at 

Thebarton office and details passed onto Operations Manager. OM phoned 

complainant back and discussed their concerns.

ADR3 dust monitor had increased readings at the time. OM called site supervisor and advised 

him of the complaint. Calm conditions during the morning concentrating dust within pit and 

crushing plant area. When wind speed picks up, this slowly moves dust cloud out of the pit. The 

morning sun as it rises over the hill increases the visual impact of the dust particles. 

Maintain and increased dust controls as 

required. Update complaints register. Discussed 

concerns and advised dust controls were being 

applied and increased to minimise after 

speaking with site supervisors. Complainant 

acknowledged his viewing position and the sun 

perhaps increased the intensity. 

Michael Close 17/03/2021

23/03/2021
General Dust 

Complaint
Julie White-Hansen

Complainant emailed to register for community email notifications and to also 

register their concerns regarding dust management and the quarry
No investigation as complaint is general in nature

Email responses provided to the complainant 

and complaints register updated
Michael Close 26/03/2021

23/03/2021 Noise Complaint Anonymous
EPA received a Noise complaint from a Sellicks Beach resident hearing ‘rumbling 

noise and machinery works digging last night’ 

Operations for the shift consisted of the main Secondary plant operating to approx. 12:30am. 

Primary plant was not operating. Load and haul operations were shifting product all night 

starting with scalps to the WSM, then moved to carting aggregates and sand from the bottom 

floor. They finished the shift carting shale from the Southern pit to Plant #2 ROM pile. Carting 

the shale would have commenced around 11pm and finished at 12:30am. Operations were 

consistent of a ‘normal’ afternoon shift. Without knowing the time of the noise complaint,  the 

nosiest activity was probably the loading of shale from the Southern Pit. The loading area was at 

RL170 on the Western side of the pit behind a bench height of about 10m, so not in direct line of 

sight I would have thought, but up high enough it may have had an impact on a calm still night.

Provide a response to the EPA detailing activities 

and update complaints register. Discussed 

potentially noisy operations and scheduling with 

site management.

Michael Close 26/03/2021

2021 COMMUNITY COMPLAINTS - SELLICKS HILL QUARRY
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Appendix F – LSA Air Quality Monitoring Report (SH20210103_015_R1) 

 

Attached 

 


